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Electrical Engineering is one of the top field to fame for Engineering and Technology gatherings to benefit CNE Credits. In spite of gigantic advances in Electrical and Aerospace Engineering, Satellite and Space developments we are happy to announce our Euro SatComm 2020, Satellite Expo and Wireless Conference” which is scheduled on February 12-13, 2020 at Paris, France.

Engineering Meetings and Conferences assume a significant job in process of Electrical, Aerospace Engineering and Technology which are one of the essential scenes for Academicians, Scientists, Researchers, Students, Scholars, Researchers, Industrial and Business experts to display and get criticism on inquire about, patterns, improvements, assembling and innovation before production, to manufacture joint efforts, and to network and share examine thoughts.

The Euro SatComm 2020 Cover a wide scope of themes identified with creative Aerospace, Wireless and Telecommunication applications while concentrating on IoT. The Euro SatComm 2020 offers significant dreams into forefront applications from worldwide specialists, new businesses and the champs of Europe’s significant advancement rivalries for Space applications.

Organizing Committee Euro SatComm 2020:
• Giulio Manzoni, Owner and Director, Microspace, Singapore
• Firas Ousta, Research Scientist, Malaysia
• Mukesh Singh Boori, Senior Scientist, Samara University, Russia
• Najib A. N. Odhah, Scientist System Design, Germany

Awards Announcement:
The meeting offers developing researcher grants to remarkable specialists, uncommon alumni or early academicians who have particular entailment towards the gathering topics. The Award endeavours in giving a solid expert improvement open door for early vocation academicians—meeting specialists in the field, connecting with partners from different pieces of the world, and making systems and long haul relations.

1. Expert Level:
The eligibility criteria for achieving this award is that one ought to have minimum of 20+ years of expertise within the Wireless and Satellite communications field

2. Professional Level

The eligibility criteria for achieving this award is that one ought to have minimum of 10+ years of expertise within the Wireless and Satellite communications

3. Scholar Level
Award for the upcoming researchers, scientists and specialists

4. Women Scientist
Award to energize our women research members through research grants.

5. Outstanding Speaker
This respect sees for individual who will show their endeavours, techniques, and plans that have been completed to improve long stretch significance in Wireless and Aerospace Engineering.

6. Best Keynote Speaker:
This respect sees for best Keynote speaker who will display their activities, techniques, and plans that have been executed to improve long haul greatness in Wireless &Aerospace Engineering.

7. Best Poster Presentation:
Best Poster Competition is organized at Conference, to encourage students and recent graduates to present their original analysis.

Outstanding Masters/Ph.D./Post Doctorate thesis work:
This honor is perceiving for Masters/Ph.D./Post scholastic degree proposal work Presentation who can show their undertakings and postulation that are upheld to upgrade since a long time ago run greatness inside the field of Wireless Engineering.

You can nominate Merit of the award through on-line.
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